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AN ACT
AUTHORIZING PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS (PPP), APPROPRIATING 
FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

Explanatory Note

The Philippines is envisioned as a country that has high sustainable growth, generates 
mass employment and reduces poverty. Towards this end, encouraging public-private 
partnerships (PPPs) should be a means to develop the country's infrastructure in all sectors and 
secure our economic global ranking.

With very little fiscal space in the national budget to even make a dent in the country’s 
infrastructure backlog, strengthening laws that provide incentives to PPPs should be a priority 
legislative policy of this administration.

It is therefore of utmost importance to revisit Republie Act No. 6957, as amended by 
Republic Act No. 7718, Entitled “An Act Authorizing the Finaneing, Construction, Operation 
and Maintenance of Infrastructure Projects by the Private Sector, and for Other Purposes” or 
what is otherwise called the “Build-Operate-Transfer” (BOT) law.

This bill is aimed at further improving the “Build-Operate-Transfer” (BOT) law by 
expanding its coverage and providing more incentives to the private sector who become partners 
of the government in infrastructure projects.

This bill limits the projects to be implemented as PPP projects to hard infrastructure 
charging user fee or tariff and excludes social infrastructure projects such as prisons, education 
and health facilities, and other infrastrueture projects like government buildings, tourism 
projects, power projects, climate change mitigation and adaptation measures.

One salient feature of this bill is the automatic approval by the Regional Development 
Couneil of PPP projects which have satisfactorily complied with the requirements to avoid 
arbitrary and unreasonable withholding of endorsement of projects.

Another salient feature of this bill is the classification of infrastructure projects with a 
direct economic impact which should not be less than the threshold set by the Investment 
Coordination Committee (ICC); with a direct positive impact on at least two cities or 
munieipalities; and can create new jobs as “Projects of National Significance”. When classified 
as such, these projects will be exempted from real property tax.




































